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Influence of geometrical parameters on the linear stability of a Bénard-Marangoni problem
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A linear stability analysis of a thin liquid film flowing over a plate is performed. The analysis is performed in
an annular domain when momentum diffusivity and thermal diffusivity are comparable (relatively low Prandtl
number, Pr = 1.2). The influence of the aspect ratio () and gravity, through the Bond number (Bo), in the linear
stability of the flow are analyzed together. Two different regions in the -Bo plane have been identified. In the
first one the basic state presents a linear regime (in which the temperature gradient does not change sign with r).
In the second one, the flow presents a nonlinear regime, also called return flow. A great diversity of bifurcations
have been found just by changing the domain depth d. The results obtained in this work are in agreement with
some reported experiments, and give a deeper insight into the effect of physical parameters on bifurcations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.93.043105
I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the thermoconvective instabilities in fluid
layers driven by a temperature gradient has been a subject
in fluid mechanics [1,2] for more than a century. When
both gravity and capillary forces are taken into account,
this problem is referred as a Bénard-Marangoni convection
problem. Classically in this problem, heat is applied from
below [1]. A more general setup may be considered which
includes thermoconvective instabilities by imposing a basic
dynamic flow through horizontal temperature gradients [3–5].
To characterize the different effects influencing the behavior
of the flow, the following set of dimensionless numbers are
typically used:
(1) The Rayleigh number Ra is representative of the
buoyancy effect. It is the control parameter used in this work:
Ra = gαT d 3 /κν.
(2) The Marangoni number Ma, which accounts for the
surface tension effects: Ma = γT T d/ρκν.
(3) The Prandtl number Pr, which is the ratio of momentum
diffusivity to thermal diffusivity: Pr = ν/κ. In this paper a
value of Pr = 1.2, which is a typical value for gases, is
used. For this value the convective term of the Navier-Stokes
equation cannot be neglected.
(4) The Biot number Bi accounts for heat transfer between
the fluid and the atmosphere. This number has been fixed to
1 in this study, a value similar to the one in the experimental
works of [3,6].
In the previous definitions, γT stands for the rate of change
of surface tension with temperature; T is the temperature
increment; ρ, κ, α, and ν are the density, the thermal diffusivity,
the thermal expansion coefficient, and the kinematic viscosity
of the fluid, respectively; and g is the acceleration due to
gravity.
The ratio between the Rayleigh and Marangoni numbers,
2
also known as the Bond number, Bo = ρgαd
, depends on
γT
the domain geometry and the gravity g, which is modified
in this work to analyze its influence on the flow instabilities.
It is convenient to mention that the Bond number used is this
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work is the thermal Bond number defined as the ratio between
thermogravitational effects and thermocapillary effects, and
should not be mistaken with the Bond number commonly used
in interfacial systems. In most of the cases studied in this paper,
Bo  1 and thus buoyancy effects are dominant.
The onset of instabilities in thermoconvective problems
has been analyzed in [4,5]. These instabilities have been
previously studied both in rectangular domains containing the
flow [2,7,8] and in annular geometries [9–11]. More recently,
the problem was also assessed in an annular geometry [12,13]
but neglecting the effect of Biot number, i.e., the heat transfer
between the flow and the atmosphere through the upper surface
of the domain, and considering conduction through the lateral
walls of the cylinder. Hoyas et al. [6] studied the influence of
Biot number on the competing solutions for the case of Pr = ∞
and the computational results were validated against the experimental results by Garnier et al. [3]. The computational procedure has been extended for Prandtl numbers close to unity [14].
In [10], the authors investigated the existence of
codimension-three bifurcations that are the points where the
codimensions two curves intersect on the Prandtl-Biot plane
and an also new kind of instability was found, hydrothermal
waves of second kind (HWII). The interest in understanding
the influence of gravitational effects in thermoconvective
phenomena has been rapidly growing [15–17]. However, less
attention has been paid to the effect of the domain geometry on
the onset of the flow motion and the dynamics of the different
bifurcations appearing.
The current work is devoted to obtain a deeper insight
on the effect of the domain geometry on the development of
flow instabilities. The understanding of this flow behavior will
contribute to open a gateway to control these instabilities. To
achieve this goal, a linear stability analysis, similar to the one in
[6], will be performed, but instead of focusing on the influence
of the Prandtl number, the focus will be put on understanding
the effect of the domain geometry, characterized by the aspect
ratio (a complete definition of the aspect ratio will be presented
in the following section).
The paper is structured as follows. In the second section
the formulation of the problem is presented. The third one
describes the numerical method used to obtain the solution.
Then, in the fourth section the results are discussed. In the
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the geometry. Lateral walls are considered adiabatic. The fluid is heated from below and the top surface is open to the
atmosphere.

fifth and last section conclusions are presented, and future
works are proposed.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION

The physical domain modeled in this work is presented
in Fig. 1. A horizontal fluid layer of depth d (the z or axial
coordinate) is contained in the space limited by two concentric
cylinders of radii a and a + δ (the r coordinate). In previous
works as [10,16], the aspect ratio  was set to 4. For the
numerical experiments shown here, the aspect ratio  = δ/d
varies in a range from 1 to 8. The diameters of the two
cylinders are chosen so that the bigger one is double of the
smallest one, i.e., a = δ.
A decreasing linear temperature profile from the inner to the
outer cylinder was imposed on the bottom wall. The horizontal
temperature difference was set to TG = 2.2 K and remained
constant throughout the computations. The wall is considered
rigid. The top surface is open to the atmosphere, and the heat
transfer to the atmosphere is modeled through the Biot number.
The two lateral walls of the cylinder are considered adiabatic.
The mean temperature difference between the bottom plate
and the atmosphere T is used as reference temperature in
the definition of the Rayleigh and Marangoni numbers.
The system evolves according to the momentum and mass
balance equations and to the energy conservation principle,
adimensionalized as in [5], i.e.,
∇ · u = 0,

(1)

∂t u + (u · ∇)u = Pr(−∇p + ∇ u + Ra ez ),
2

∂t

+u·∇

= ∇2 .

(2)
(3)

In Eqs. (1)–(3), ur , uθ , and uz are the components of the
velocity field u, is the temperature, and p is the pressure.
These are expressed in cylindrical coordinates and ez is the
unit vector in the z direction.
Typically, in order to study these kind of problems, the
Boussinesq approximation is used [18]. This approximation
states that small horizontal changes in density do not affect
the flow and only vertical changes should be considered. This
is the origin of the last term in the Navier-Stokes equation
[Eq. (2)]. A recent study from Celli et al. [19] shows that
the viscous dissipation term in the energy equation (3) might
trigger instabilities in some cases. In the current work, several
numerical tests have been performed to confirm that the
influence of the viscous dissipation term in the present study
was minimal so it was finally neglected. Boundary conditions
(BCs) are similar to those of Torregrosa et al. [14]. They are
summarized in Table I. Briefly, the three velocity components
are zero on the cylindrical walls and the bottom plate. In the
top surface, the thermocapillarity forces are modeled trough
the Marangoni condition [5] and the heat transfer to the
atmosphere is modeled by the Biot condition. A temperature
gradient is imposed on the bottom plate, while lateral walls are
considered adiabatic. In Eqs. (1)–(3) and BCs given by Table I
the adimensional numbers introduced previously are used.
TABLE I. Boundary conditions.
z=0
ur = 0
uφ = 0
uz = 0
= T − (TG /δ)r
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z=d
∂z ur + Ma∂r = 0
r∂z uφ + Ma∂φ = 0
uz = 0
∂z + = 0

r = a,a + δ
ur
uφ
uz
∂n

=0
=0
=0
=0
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III. NUMERICAL METHOD

As soon as a temperature gradient is imposed, the fluid
evolves until a stationary convective motion state is reached.
This regime is known as basic state. Since the flow is laminar
and due to the symmetries in the problem, the basic state
solution can be approximated by a 2D axisymmetric solution.
Therefore, the dependency with the angular coordinate φ can
be neglected. The equations then become
r −1 ∂r (rur ) + ∂z uz = 0,
Pr−1 (ur ∂r ur + uz ∂z ur ) = −∂r p + c ur −

(4)
ur
,
r2

Pr−1 (ur ∂r uz + uz ∂z uz ) = −∂z p + c uz + Ra ,
ur ∂r

+ uz ∂z

= c ,

(5)
(6)
(7)

where c = r −1 ∂r (r∂r ) + ∂z2 is the Laplacian operator expressed in cylindrical coordinates, but simplified due to
the previously mentioned symmetries. To obtain the proper
solution, the previous equations are supplemented with the
boundary conditions presented in Table I.
A collocation method, as the ones presented in the work
of Orszag [20], was used to solve the previous system
of equations. The procedure starts by expanding the flow
variables (pressure, velocity components, and temperature) in
a truncated series of orthonormal Chebyshev polynomials, as
p(r,z) 
ur (r,z) 
uz (r,z) 
(r,z) 

N 
M

n=0 m=0
N 
M

n=0 m=0
N 
M

n=0 m=0
N 
M


anm Tn (r)Tm (z),
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projecting the equations by the normal to the boundaries
and evaluating the projected equations there. The use of this
procedure, as proposed in the work of Mancho et al. [23],
avoided the problem of the spurious modes found in other
works of the literature as [24]. The pressure is then determined
up to an additive constant, an arbitrary value for it is fixed in a
boundary point.
A Newton-like iterative method is used to solve the
nonlinearity of the problem. To start the iteration either a
known basic state “close” to the new one or the solution
of the linearized problem [neglecting the nonlinearity of
Eqs. (5) and (6)] can be used. Convergence of the iterative
procedure was obtained in less than 20 iterations as shown by
Hoyas et al. [5].
In all the numerical experiments shown in this paper, a
stable basic state is obtained for low Ra. This basic state
becomes unstable as Ra (and thus Ma, for a fixed Bo) is
increased. The shape and type of the appearing solution is
extremely complex, and all the parameters of the problem
play important roles, but in some cases a relationship has been
found.
The stability analysis of the basic state is performed based
on the technique shown in Hoyas et al. [5]. The procedure
consists of introducing a perturbation in the basic state solution
with perturbation fields depending on the three coordinates
r, φ, and z. Since the problem is axisymmetric, and thus there is
periodicity in φ, fluid magnitudes may be expanded in Fourier
modes in φ as
X(r,φ,z,t) = Xb (r,z) + Xp (r,z)eikφ+λt ,

(8)

bnm Tn (r)Tm (z),

(9)

cnm Tn (r)Tm (z),

(10)

dnm Tn (r)Tm (z),

(11)

n=0 m=0

where Ti (x) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind
of degree i. The coefficients anm , bnm , cnm , and dnm of
the polynomial series become now the unknowns of the
problem. The expanded expressions of the flow variables
are substituted into Eqs. (1)–(3) and boundary conditions
(Table I). The resultant equations are then evaluated in the
Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto (CGL) points [21]. CGL points are
defined as


i
, j = 0,1, . . . ,N,
ri = cos π
N


i
zi = cos π
, j = 0,1, . . . ,M,
M
where N and M correspond to the order of the method, i.e., the
number of points, in radial and axial direction, respectively.
The use of CGL points is of interest when dealing with
boundary effects [22] since the points are not equispaced
but tend to concentrate near the boundaries, which improves
accuracy. The boundary condition for the pressure is obtained

(12)

where the subscripts b and p denote the expanded variable
in the basic state and the induced perturbation,
respectively;
√
and k  0 is the wave number and i = −1 is the imaginary
unit. It is important to remark again that the basic state does not
depend on φ. The linear stability analysis supplies information
about the threshold for critical Rayleigh numbers and on the
shape of growing instabilities.
The real part of the eigenvalue λ characterizes the instability. The perturbation state is stable for λ < 0 and unstable
otherwise. In this latter case, the imaginary part of λ can be
either zero (the bifurcation is stationary) [Fig. 2(a)] or nonzero
(the bifurcation is oscillatory) [Fig. 2(b)].
The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the problem are
computed substituting the Fourier expansion of the different
flow variables given in Eq. (12) into the general equations
(1)–(3) and the BCs from Table I. Then the unknowns of
the problem are the coefficients of the expansion series
(anm , . . . ,dnm ). After using this procedure, the system of
equations is linearized by neglecting the nonlinear terms, and
thus, a generalized eigenvalue problem is obtained as shown
by [14]. The systems becomes
AX̄ = λB X̄.

(13)

A mesh size convergence study was performed to ensure
that the number of points used to discretize the computational
domain was enough. Relatively small meshes with 14 in z and
28 points in r are needed to obtain the critical Rayleigh number
with eight digit precision.
Imposing the boundary conditions makes the B matrix
become singular, and thus not all the eigenvalues have a
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FIG. 2. Three-dimensional plot of the temperature fields of the
growing perturbation: Stationary rolls (top) and hydrothermal waves
of first class HWI (bottom).

finite value. To solve this issue, a computational technique
specifically developed for thermoconvective problems developed by Navarro et al. [11] is used. The technique consists
of a transformation that ensures that the largest eigenvalue
obtained in the transformed problem corresponds to the largest
finite eigenvalue of the original problem.
Depending on the symmetries of the growing perturbation,
several bifurcations may appear, as shown in previous works
[10,16]. Up to four different competing solutions for the
different wave numbers have been found, namely:
(1) Stationary roll (SR), similar to the ones of the basic
state [2].
(2) Hydrothermal wave of the first kind or oblique traveling
waves (HWI) [2].
(3) Longitudinal rolls (LR) [6].
(4) Standing hydrothermal wave of second class or flowerlike wave (HWII) [3,25].
The code used in the current study has been implemented
in Fortran90, based on an earlier implementation developed
by Hoyas et al. [5] for infinity Prandtl numbers. The previous
code was validated experimentally in [6]. The generalization
to Pr < 50 was validated in [14], using the same procedure as
in [5], and thus ensuring the validity of the results.
IV. DISCUSSION

In precious studies, several sorts of transitions have been
found due to variations in Prandtl number [2] or in aspect
ratio [26,27]. However, the influence of the basic state in the
instability threshold and the shape of the growing perturbation
is not clear yet. A recent publication by Hoyas et al. [16]
showed that neither the variation of Biot nor Prandtl numbers
affects greatly the shape of the basic state, for a constant value
of . The Bond number was found to be the most significant
parameter influencing the onset of instabilities. However,

FIG. 3. Representative vertical temperature and velocity fields of
the two basic states found in this work: the first one (a) showing
several co-rotating rolls and a linear temperature profile (does not
present negative temperature gradients); the second one (b) known
as return flow presents a single roll, and thus shows regions with
negative temperature gradient.

changes in  are found to have an enormous influence on
the basic state, modifying its shape completely.
Two very different basic states have been found. The first
one [example given in Fig. 3(a) for the case of  = 5] presents
two or three co-rotating rolls. The temperature field presents
a constant decreasing gradient from top to bottom and does
not present negative temperature gradients. The temperature
field is basically linear, thus is usually named linear flow. For
instance, this flow is similar to the one studied in [28] or [10].
The second basic state found is typically known as return
flow [see Fig. 3(b) for the particular case of  = 1]. This
regime is characterized by the presence of strong negative
vertical temperature gradients. The only whirl of the flow
is strong enough to produce a recirculation on the flow. In
the central plane of the domain the flow is purely horizontal
and therefore is particularly well described by the classical
parallel flow approach, which considers uz = 0. The parallel
flow approach has been used in Refs. [2,3,29] to obtain the flow
solution in an infinite domain ( → 0). Thus this approach is
suitable to describe the flow behavior of the middle plane at
small aspect ratios.
Figure 4 shows values of the critical Marangoni number in
the -Bo plane for Pr = 1.2. The top-right subfigure indicates
the percentage of points in the collocation grid where the
temperature gradient is negative. The white line (passing
through the origin) separates two very different regions, with a
completely different basic state. At the left side of this line the
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FIG. 4. Marangoni number at the critical temperature. The topright subfigure shows the percentage of points in the grid where the
gradient of temperature is negative. The lighter the color, the higher
the percentage.

return flow regime, similar to the one presented in Fig. 3(b), appears; while at the right side of the line, the basic state presents
the characteristic linear temperature profile shown in Fig. 3(a).
In the cases where a single recirculation (return flow)
appears, the critical Rayleigh number (or Marangoni number
for a constant Bond) grows drastically, reaching a value two
orders of magnitude higher than those for  = 8. Even if there
is more fluid to store the heat, this drastic increase in Ra can
only be explained by the strong swirl appearing in the middle
of the cell that enhances the heat transfer across the cylinder.
Representative top r-φ plane isotherms of the two types of
perturbations found in this region (single recirculation basic
state) are shown on the top-left corner of Fig. 5 (top), and
are explained later. This figure shows the different regions
found in the -Bo plane indicating also the value of the
critical wave number k of the perturbation. The curves separating these regions, presented with green dots in the figure,
are made up of codimension-two points. In these points,
for the same value of the parameters, at least two critical
wave numbers, and thus perturbation types, appear. Similarly,
the point where two of these curves cross each other is a
codimension-three point as obtained in Hoyas et al. [10]. An
example of this type of point is located at  ≈ 3 and Bo ≈ 40.
The two regions striped with black curves correspond to
cases where a real critical eigenvalue is obtained (stationary
bifurcation), and the others correspond to cases with complex
eigenvalues (oscillatory bifurcation).
In the region where a linear temperature profile basic state
appears (points at the right side of the white line in Fig. 4),
the pattern of transitions among the several possible shapes
of the growing perturbation is extremely complex. A great
deal of transitions, of almost any type, appear. As an example,
following the white curve of Fig. 5 (top) from the right to
the left, very different perturbations are found, as described
below. This curve is such that g is kept fixed (g = 7), so
Bo ≈ d 2 ∝ 12 along it. The top subfigure exhibits the different
r-φ plane isotherms for the growing perturbation and the
critical wave number in each region, while the bottom one

FIG. 5. Top: Critical wave number k in the -Bo plane. Representative top r-φ plane isotherms for the growing perturbation at g = 7
are shown at the top subfigure. Bottom: Critical Rayleigh number (in
logarithmic scale) and velocity fields at the same points as in the top
figure. Rayleigh number saturates at 2 × 104 to better appreciate the
transition region.

shows the corresponding velocity fields. In the isotherms the
colors are normalized using the highest absolute temperature
as reference value. Lighter colors indicate hot spots while
darker ones represent the colder regions.
The rightmost region ( ≈ 5–8) is characterized by a basic
state presenting several radial rolls, being the stronger one
closer to the hotter (internal) wall. These rolls are concentric
with the interior cylinder and are in good agreement with
experimental observations shown by Garnier et al. [3]. This
is also the place where the stronger swirl appears in the
perturbations, as can be observed in the top r-φ plane isotherm
and the velocity diagram. In the second region, from  = 4
to  = 5, the structure is similar but since a Hopf bifurcation
appears, an oscillatory solution is found.
As  is reduced, the curve enters in a region characterized
by a wave number 0, originating the characteristic concentric
longitudinal rolls. This has been found previously by Hoyas
et al. [16] but only for very small Biot numbers. The next region
shows again radial rolls larger and closer to the internal wall.
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However, this changes completely in the red region (2.5 
  3) where the rolls move to the colder (external) wall, their
size is largely reduced, and the wave number is doubled. It is
important to point out that the velocity changes accordingly.
The former structure of several co-rotaing rolls disappear and
only one region with strong swirl can be appreciated. Again,
the shape of the growing perturbation of the following region
(  2.5) is completely different. The only reason that can
explain this drastic change in the behavior of the flow is the
that the basic state is completely modified becoming nonlinear,
i.e., with a temperature gradient changing in sign along r.
The blue region at the leftmost of Fig. 5 (region of low
values ) have a value of k = 2. For any nonzero Bond number,
as  gets smaller, the wave number of the solution k is reduced

tending to the limit value of two. This tendency was found
experimentally by [30]. Note that Yu et al. defined the aspect
ratio  as the inverse of the one used in this paper . The shape
of these growing perturbations slightly resembles those found
on Refs. [3,6] but to the authors’ knowledge this is the first
time that hydrothermal waves like these have been found. A
close-up look of these new perturbations is shown in Fig. 6.
The lower subfigure of Fig. 5 shows the critical values of
the Rayleigh number in the Bo- plane. The influence of the
basic state is also appreciated in here, at the left side of the
white line of Fig. 4, return flow regime, the Rayleigh number is
about two orders of magnitude higher than at the right side of
the mentioned line (linear regime). To complement the plane
isotherms of the top subfigure, the corresponding velocity
fields in a vertical plane of each of the growing perturbations
found along the constant g line are plotted. Once again a
wide variety of different solutions, in this case in terms of
the velocity field, coexists is a relatively narrow range of the
domain aspect ratio.
Some additional tests, not explicitly included in this paper,
were made and it was checked that the critical wave number
in this region is only affected by the Prandtl number. It is also
important to notice that the Marangoni number in the region
close to the left-down corner is larger than in any other place.
This means that, in that region, the flow can hold an important
surface tension without becoming unstable.
V. CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 6. Close-up look of the new growing perturbations found in
this work. These perturbation are found in the region of low values
of  and their critical wave number k is found to tend to a limit
value of 2. The color scale is normalized using the highest absolute
temperature as reference value.

This paper assesses the influence of the domain geometry, in
particular the aspect ratio , on the onset of thermoconvective
instabilities in a Bérnard-Marangoni convection problem.
Numerical flow stability analysis has been performed on an
annular domain at a relatively low Prandtl number (Pr = 1.2).
The flow is heated from below with an imposed constant
linearly decreasing temperature profile. This temperature
gradient makes the flow evolve until the basic state is reached.
Notice that trying to reproduce this phenomena through
experiments requires us to use different fluids to cover a
wide range of Bond numbers and each experiment would
have typical stabilization times of the range of hours, which
indicates the amount of resources required.
The only variable parameters used in this work have been
the aspect ratio  = dδ and the Bond number (which basically
depends on g and ), and Rayleigh number. Two very different
basic states have been obtained. The first one presenting
several co-rotating rolls, which induce on the flow a quasilinear
temperature field (linear flow) with a decreasing gradient from
top to bottom. The second one, known as return flow, presents
a single recirculation in the domain, inducing a condition
in which the flow in the central plane is mainly horizontal,
allowing the use of the parallel flow approach to describe the
behavior of the flow there. Concerning the perturbations, all
the four possible known patterns for the instabilities have been
found varying only the aspect ratio (following a constant g
line). The four of them are localized in the linear flow region
of the -Bo plane.
In conclusion, the existence of a nonlinear basic state affects
the stability in two ways. First, two new perturbations, similar
to hydrothermal waves, have been found. Second, the capacity
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of the container to store heat is greatly increased and thus
higher critical Rayleigh numbers are needed to unstabilize
the flow. On the contrary, the existence of a linear basic
state induces a large amount of different perturbations. The
physical mechanisms triggering these different solutions are
still unknown and they will be the objective pursued by the
authors in future investigations.
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